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Effective processing pipeline 
PACE 2.0 for enhancing chest 
x‑ray contrast and diagnostic 
interpretability
Giulio Siracusano 1*, Aurelio La Corte 1, Annamaria Giuseppina Nucera 2, Michele Gaeta 3, 
Massimo Chiappini 4,5* & Giovanni Finocchio 4,6*

Preprocessing is an essential task for the correct analysis of digital medical images. In particular, 
X‑ray imaging might contain artifacts, low contrast, diffractions or intensity inhomogeneities. 
Recently, we have developed a procedure named PACE that is able to improve chest X‑ray (CXR) 
images including the enforcement of clinical evaluation of pneumonia originated by COVID‑19. At 
the clinical benchmark state of this tool, there have been found some peculiar conditions causing a 
reduction of details over large bright regions (as in ground‑glass opacities and in pleural effusions in 
bedridden patients) and resulting in oversaturated areas. Here, we have significantly improved the 
overall performance of the original approach including the results in those specific cases by developing 
PACE2.0. It combines 2D image decomposition, non‑local means denoising, gamma correction, and 
recursive algorithms to improve image quality. The tool has been evaluated using three metrics: 
contrast improvement index, information entropy, and effective measure of enhancement, resulting 
in an average increase of 35% in CII, 7.5% in ENT, 95.6% in EME and 13% in BRISQUE against original 
radiographies. Additionally, the enhanced images were fed to a pre‑trained DenseNet‑121 model for 
transfer learning, resulting in an increase in classification accuracy from 80 to 94% and recall from 
89 to 97%, respectively. These improvements led to a potential enhancement of the interpretability 
of lesion detection in CXRs. PACE2.0 has the potential to become a valuable tool for clinical decision 
support and could help healthcare professionals detect pneumonia more accurately.

Chest X-Ray (CXR) is a low-cost, widely available, practical screening technique in the diagnosis of multiple 
pulmonary diseases, like pneumonia, which is among the top infectious causes of death for children around the 
 world1. Recently, CXRs have been massively used for detecting and monitoring COVID-19 being less harmful 
to the human body compared to CT, where effective radiation dose is about 50-fold higher than the average 
effective dose for CXR (posteroanterior and lateral projection)2,3. Nonetheless, despite the ease of acquisition, 
the interpretation of a chest X-ray can be  challenging4.

Recently, it has been demonstrated that image enhancement advances the interpretability of medical images, 
both improving feature extraction for deep learning approaches and creating a better visual representation 
for human  viewers5. The improvement is not only subjective but can be measured objectively via key perfor-
mance  indicators6. However, the main challenge is to preserve the original information avoiding to introduce 
artifacts during the image enhancement process. Various techniques have been considered in the literature 
for this purpose, histogram  transformations7–9, de-noising  algorithms10,11,  filtering12,  decomposition13–15, and 
 interpolation16–18 to cite a few. Some methods are effective in compensating low  contrast19,20 or luminance 
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 inhomogeneities21, foreign objects  detection22, or enhancing the geometric features such as edges, corners, and 
ridges of the medical  images23–27. Over the past years, numerous local image enhancement algorithms have been 
introduced with the dual objective of enhancing image quality and optimizing the performance of machine learn-
ing (ML)  models28–30. Salem et al.31 investigated the use of different histogram equalization techniques, which 
can help in image enhancement. Alavijeh and coworkers in Ref.32 further enhanced this approach by combining 
contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization with morphological top-hat and bottom-hat filtering. This 
resulted in a notable improvement of image contrast while retaining critical information from the chest tissue.

Chen et al.33 described a method for enhancing chest images via bone suppression. Firstly, they applied a 
region of interest-based look-up table to standardize CXRs. Then, an artificial neural network was trained with 
regular CXRs and the corresponding images without bones using dual-energy subtraction (DES). Although it 
was applied to a limited number of patients, results demonstrated how bone structures were suppressed while 
simultaneously preserving subtle pathological changes. Mohammad et al.34 introduced bi-and multi-histogram 
methods designed to enhance image contrast while preserving brightness and a natural appearance of the images. 
This latter technique has been useful in many applications that require image  enhancement35–37. In a recent study, 
Nefoussi et al.38 showed how to enhance CXR images by combining different image pre-processing techniques 
such as histogram equalization, CLAHE, and unsharp mask.

Several other popular histogram techniques were also explored for CXR images to investigate whether they 
can help ML models in various tasks such as image  enhancement9,13,  classification39,40, or anomaly  detection41. 
From literature, it clearly emerges the importance and the scientific motivations of why effective image process-
ing is necessary.

Here, we will focus on image enhancement tools to help clinicians to make an accurate diagnosis of diseases 
by using  CXRs5,42,43. We wish to emphasize that although easy to generate, CXR images can be affected by a vari-
ety of detrimental factors including: low-quality issues induced by environment difficulties or  phenomena8,44,45, 
non-collaborative or severely ill  patients46,47 causing many different artifacts like debris or gain calibration  flaws48, 
problems during acquisition, inhomogeneities of luminance  distribution49. Our previous post-processing tool 
presented in Ref.13, named Pipeline for Advanced Contrast Enhancement (PACE) was developed for automati-
cally enhancing CXR images enabling better detection of lung lesions. An extensive use for benchmarking this 
tool by two Italian hospitals one in Messina and one in Reggio Calabria has shown some critical conditions where 
the algorithm underperforms. In particular, it triggers an artifact that is a reduction of details over large bright 
regions (as in pleural effusions) originating in oversaturated areas. Here, we have developed a new version of 
the algorithm (PACE2.0) to overcome these drawbacks that can impact diagnostic effectiveness and to further 
improve the interpretability of information contained in the radiographic image by removing certain artifacts.

The progress of the method has been achieved via a combination of techniques that are used to level up 
the visual appearance of an image. A 2D image decomposition technique is combined with non-local means 
denoising to enable independent filtering of different components of the image. Then, a gamma correction of 
the image is applied to make details more visible. Subsequently, image contrast is enhanced using CLAHE and a 
recursive procedure solves a complex multi-objective optimization problem. The overall performance of PACE2.0 
has been evaluated in terms of well-established metrics such as image entropy (ENT), contrast improvement 
index (CII), Effective Measure of Enhancement (EME) and Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial Quality Evaluator 
(BRISQUE) using both proprietary and public datasets. A theoretical description of most of these parameters 
is also provided in Ref.13. We also show how PACE2.0 can be used as an effective tool to boost medical image 
classification performance based on Deep Learning (DL) models. We report an enhancement from 80 to 94% for 
the classification accuracy and from 89 to 97% of the recall against unprocessed CXRs which has been achieved 
here by using the state-of-the-art DL architecture DenseNet-12150 benchmarked on a publicly available database 
(https:// www. kaggle. com/c/ rsna- pneum onia- detec tion- chall enge51).

PACE2.0 algorithm architecture
A complete sketch of the block diagram of PACE2.0 is shown in Fig. 1.

(1) The first step is the decomposition of the CXR image I into a finite number of K bi-dimensional intrinsic 
mode functions  BIMFi (i = 1… K) and a bi-dimensional residual image (BR) by using the Fast and Adaptive 
Bi-dimensional Empirical Mode Decomposition (FABEMD)52 to have the following relationship: 

I =
K
∑

i=1

BMFi + BR . We set K = 10.

(2) The residual image, BR, is then processed with a Homomorphic Filter (HMF) where the kernel function 
is a High-Frequency Emphasis Filter (HEF) to obtain IHMF = HMF (BR).

(3) The energy Ei
∣

∣

i=1,...K of the BIMFs is calculated using the method described in Ref.56. Here, Ei is the energy 
associated to the i-th BIMF component of the input image.

(4) The R lowest energy components (where R < K and represents the number of BIMFs whose energy is closer 
to the energy of noise-only signals) are denoised via nonlinear filtering, such that the i-th filtered BIMF 
can be written as L(BIMFi) . Using this formulation we can represent the sum of denoised BIMFs as 

IE =
R
∑

i=1

L(BIMFi)+
K
∑

j=R+1

BIMFj . Subsequently, the noise-reduced image IL is reconstructed by combin-

ing IE defined as the sum of the first R denoised BIMFs and (K − R) original BIMFs, and the filtered BR, 
IL = IE + βIHMF . The control parameter β is in the range [0,1] and its role will be explained in Section II.

(5) The Gamma Correction (GC) is then applied on the reconstructed image IL to mitigate over-exposed as 
well as underexposed areas, Iγ = Γ(IL).

https://www.kaggle.com/c/rsna-pneumonia-detection-challenge
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(6) The image is processed by using the CLAHE algorithm, such that IC = CLAHE
(

Iγ
)

 . IC is then used to 
extract the metrics ENT, CII and EME as discussed in Ref.13.

(7) The procedure described within the steps from (2) to (6) is iteratively repeated using a Multi-Objective 
Optimization (MOO) algorithm based on the variability range of the defined parameters. This is performed 
in order to obtain the highest possible score combining the considered set of metrics (i.e. ENT, CII and 
EME). The optimum result of (7) generates the enhanced CXR (ECXR) as computed with PACE2.0. Table 1 
summarizes the role of the main blocks which were briefly introduced above and will be described in detail 
in the following pages.

Fast and adaptive bi‑dimensional empirical mode decomposition—FABEMD
FABEMD62 has been proposed in the literature as a computationally-efficient version of the Bi-dimensional 
Empirical Mode Decomposition (BEMD)63. The technique is already part of the original PACE algorithm and 
it has been described in detail in Ref.13. The purpose of FABEMD is to decompose an input image into a finite 
number of characteristic components (called Bi-dimensional Intrinsic Mode Functions or BIMFs) each carrying 
a specific subset of details plus a BR image which contains the luminance background information. These BIMFs 
are sorted based on their frequency content and their contribution to the input image.

Homomorphic Filtering—HMF
Homomorphic filtering is a widely used signal and image processing technique, employs a nonlinear mapping 
to a different domain where linear filter techniques are applied, and then reverts to the original domain through 
another mapping. The technique is already part of the original PACE algorithm and it has been described in 
detail in Ref.13. HMF is applied to the BR of the input image. Differently from the original implementation, 
PACE2.0 introduces a specific control parameter β = [0, 1] which evaluates whether to include or exclude the 

Figure 1.  A block diagram of PACE2.0 method as developed in this work. The method is designed to convert 
input chest X-ray (CXR) images into enhanced CXR (ECXR) images through a series of different steps. (1) 
FABEMD generates the bi-dimensional intrinsic mode functions and residual image, (2) the HMF stage is used 
to filter the BR while BIMF energy significance is calculated (3). In (4) Nonlinear Filtering is performed on the 
least significant BIMFs and the image is reconstructed (by combining BIMFs and BR). (5) Gamma correction 
is applied on the reconstructed image IL, to generate Iγ. (6) Then, CLAHE is executed on the GC image Iγ to 
improve the overall contrast and compute IC. Now, steps (2–6) are repeated iteratively until the best result is 
given under MOO criteria (7), Iopt. Then, the best result is chosen, and the enhanced image is generated and 
provided as output Iout.
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filtered BR from further processing steps when his absence or presence might prevent artifacts generation and 
lead to better overall performance. This parameter comes into place when reconstructing the image before it is 
processed using CLAHE.

Energy calculation of the BIMFs
To evaluate the relevance of a BIMF (i.e. distinguishing BIMFs carrying information rather than noise) we 
calculate its energy, E, following the approach suggested in Ref.56. A sketch of typical BIMF energy curves is 
depicted in Fig. 2. Similar results have been also observed for the other elaborated images. The energy of the 
actual BIMFs is visualized (solid blue line) against the energy of the BIMFs in case they would represent noise-
only signals (solid magenta line). Those BIMFs whose energy is closer to the energy of noise-only signals are not 
relevant and can be potentially removed. Information-wise, for the reference image as decomposed in Fig. 2, we 
have that the first 3 BIMFs are the least significant components. The cut-off is located on BIMF 3 (black squared 
dot). This can be observed also by evaluating the output of the decomposition. Indeed, from BIMF 4 we observe 
components having a higher energy (which corresponds to edges and details we need to preserve). Such method 
enables us to adaptively identify those R image components (BIMFs) mostly constituted by noise and remove 
them accordingly using a nonlinear filtering operator (described in section II.4).

Nonlinear filtering
The Non-Local Means (NL-means) filter is a nonlinear operator used in image processing to perform image 
 denoising64. It has been demonstrated that outperforms a median filter or convolution when trying to simultane-
ously decrease noise footprint and preserve edges. This technique restores the original image by considering the 
non-local neighborhoods of a given pixel. The algorithm assigns a higher weight to pixels with similar patches, 

Table 1.  Outline of PACE2.0 with the description of each computational step, the considered technique, 
features, and intermediate output.

Step Method Description Features PACE—vs.—PACE2.0 Output

1 FABEMD52

Decomposes an image into 
multiple hierarchical components 
known as Bi-dimensional Intrin-
sic Mode Functions (BIMFs) and 
bi-dimensional residue

This method offers a means to 
achieve rapid results with reduced 
computational effort, while also 
ensuring a more precise estima-
tion of the BIMFs. In addition, 
FABEMD is more adaptive to 
handle large size input than the 
traditional BEMD. Furthermore, 
the FABEMD is less prone to 
boundary effects and overshoot-
undershoot  problems53

Used in both PACE and PACE2.0
An input image is divided into a 
set of independent components 
(BIMFs) and a bi-dimensional 
residue

2 HMF54

Homomorphic filtering is a 
popular and effective image 
enhancement technique that can 
achieve two important objectives 
in a single step. Specifically, it 
simultaneously normalizes the 
brightness and enhances the 
contrast of an  image55

Here homomorphic filtering is 
used to remove luminance inho-
mogeneities on the residual image

Used in both PACE and PACE2.0
The residual image is filtered to 
correct luminance inhomogenei-
ties

3 BIMF Energy  calculation56 The energy of BIMFs is calculated 
according to the proposed method

It is possible to classify which 
components are mostly made of 
noise and which contain relevant 
information

PACE2.0 Energies of each BIMF. Relevance 
of BIMFs is calculated

4 Nonlinear  Filtering57

A non-linear digital filtering 
technique is used to remove 
impulsive noise from the signals 
while preserving the edges

Here it is used to remove the 
impulsive noise from specific 
BIMFs. The image is then 
reconstructed by recombining the 
different components after selec-
tive processing

PACE2.0
Reconstructed image with 
denoised BIMFs (mitigated impul-
sive noise) and filtered residual

5 Gamma  Correction58

Gamma Correction is used to 
appropriately adjust the brightness 
of the image based on the image 
information

Here it is used to prepare the 
image for contrast enhancement 
and reduce the over-exposed 
areas which might be the cause of 
adverse effects (i.e. artifacts)

PACE2.0 Gamma corrected image

6 CLAHE59

CLAHE performs contrast 
amplification using a limiting 
procedure that is applied for each 
neighboring pixel which then 
forms a transformation function 
to reduce the noise problem

CLAHE is computed in con-
junction with GC to improve 
luminance and contrast

Used in both PACE and PACE2.0 Reconstructed image with 
enhanced contrast

7 MOO60,61 Multi-objective optimization

MOO is applied to generate the 
best results according to the 
considered performance metrics. 
A total of 120 combinations of 
parameters were considered for 
PACE, whereas 256 permutations 
are considered for PACE2.0

Used in PACE. Enhanced in 
PACE2.0

Produces the best results by evalu-
ating a combination of proposed 
metrics
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effectively preserving image structures while reducing noise. The concept of non-local neighborhoods is very 
useful either in photographic as well as in textured images. It leverages on the redundancy of patterns inside an 
image and allows a better contribution from different non-adjacent image structures to denoise similar ones. 
This work utilized the NL-means algorithm as described by Buades and coworkers in Ref.64. Mathematically, the 
NLM algorithm can be described as follows:

Given an input noisy image denoted by I, the denoised output image is represented as INLM . Let N(x) be a 
neighborhood centered at pixel x, which is typically defined as a square or rectangular region of a fixed size k 
around the central pixel, and W

(

x, y
)

 be the weight that measures the similarity between neighborhoods N(x) 
and N

(

y
)

 . The denoised pixel value INLM(x) at location x is computed using the following formula:

where Ω is the entire image domain (all pixel locations). Z(x) is the normalization factor, given by 
Z(x) =

∑

y∈� W
(

x, y
)

 . I
(

y
)

 is the pixel value at location y in the noisy input image. W
(

x, y
)

 is the similarity 
weight between the neighborhoods N(x) and N

(

y
)

.
The formula calculates the denoised pixel value at location x as a weighted average of the pixel values in the 

entire image 
(

I
(

y
))

 , where the weight of each pixel is determined by the similarity between the neighborhoods 
centered at x and y

(

W
(

x, y
))

.
The similarity weight W

(

x, y
)

 in the NLM algorithm is typically determined using a Gaussian kernel function. 
The Gaussian kernel function is chosen due to its property of assigning higher weights to similar pixel values 
and lower weights to dissimilar ones. The formula for the similarity weight using the Gaussian kernel function 
is as follows:

where W(x, y) is the Gaussian similarity weight between neighborhoods N(x) and N
(

y
)

 . ||N(x)− N(y)||2 is the 
squared Euclidean distance between the two neighborhoods, measuring the similarity in pixel intensity values. 
h is a user-defined parameter that controls the bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel and σ is the standard deviation 
of the noise in the image.

The Gaussian kernel function provides a measure of similarity between neighborhoods based on the Euclidean 
distance of their pixel values. When the neighborhoods have similar pixel values, the Gaussian weight is close to 
1, indicating high similarity and a higher contribution to the denoised pixel value. Conversely, when the pixel 
values differ significantly, the Gaussian weight approaches 0, indicating low similarity and a lower contribution 
to the denoised pixel value.

By adopting the Gaussian kernel function, the NLM algorithm effectively captures the local and non-local self-
similarities in the image, allowing it to remove noise while preserving important image structures and textures. 
The selection of appropriate parameters, such as h and σ, is crucial to achieving optimal denoising performance 
and controlling the level of noise reduction and image smoothing. By comparing the neighborhoods of pixels, 
rather than just their individual grey levels, the algorithm is able to better capture the underlying structures in 
the image and reduce the impact of noise. This is particularly useful in medical imaging, where noise reduction 
is essential to accurately identify subtle abnormalities. This fact allows a more robust comparison than classic 
neighborhood  filters65. Practically, setting k = 7 in the squared neighborhood function, the 7 × 7 similarity win-
dow has shown to be large enough to be robust to noise and small enough to take care of details and preserve fine 
structures. The filtering parameter h has been set to h = 3 . In PACE2.0, the nonlinear filtering is independently 
applied to the R-BIMFs carrying out noise. Once filtered, a reconstruction block then combines the denoised 
BIMFs with the filtered residual to be further processed using Gamma correction (described in section II.5).

(1)INLM(x) =
(

1
/

Z(x)
)

·
∑

y∈�
I
(

y
)

·W
(

x, y
)

(2)W(x, y) = exp
(

−||N(x)− N(y)||2
/

h2σ 2
)

Figure 2.  An example of a BIMF energy calculation according to Ref.56. The energy of the actual BIMFs is 
visualized (solid blue line) against the energy of the BIMFs in case they represent noise-only signals (solid 
magenta line). Information-wise, for the input image I in Fig. 1, the BIMFs 1–3 (R = 3) are the least significant. 
The cut-off is located on the first relevant BIMF (RBIMF) which is # 3 (black squared dot). This can be observed 
also by evaluating the output of the decomposition. On the other hand, starting from BIMF 4 we observe 
components having higher energy (which in turn means edges and details that need to be preserved).
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Gamma correction
Gamma correction techniques make up a family of general Histogram modification techniques obtained by using 
a varying adaptive parameter γ. The derivation of the transform-based gamma correction (GC) is accomplished 
through its simple form:

where lmax is the maximum intensity of the input. The l denotes the intensity of each pixel (l ∈ [0,1]) in the input 
image is transformed as T(l) after performing Eq. (3). Many devices used for capturing, printing or displaying 
the images generally apply a transformation, called power-law66, on each pixel of the image that has a nonlinear 
effect on luminance. As anticipated, the gamma curves illustrated when the gamma value (γ) is greater than 1 
produce a contrasting effect in comparison to those generated with γ values less than 1. It is worth noting that 
gamma correction tends towards the identity curve when γ = 1, which means that there is no alteration to the 
image. Gamma correction is a non-linear technique employed to modify an image’s overall brightness and 
improve contrast by manipulating the gamma value. In practice, determining the appropriate γ value usually 
involves experimental methods, such as passing a calibration target with a full range of known luminance val-
ues through the imaging device. However, in many cases, such calibration is unavailable, or direct access to the 
imaging device is not feasible. When images are not gamma corrected, they allocate a larger number of bits to 
represent bright tones, which are indistinguishable to the human eye, and a smaller number of bits for dark tones. 
This artifact can be removed by means of gamma correction. Hence a solution is required to enhance an image 
for its gamma values without any knowledge about the imaging device. Here, the gamma correction process 
is needed to adjust the image quality in different regions in a way that the contrast enhancement is less prone 
to artifacts that might be generated because of the presence of large over-exposed (very bright) areas. Gamma 
correction is applied on the reconstructed image (output of method defined in section II.4). The output will be 
then processed using CLAHE in the subsequent block.

Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization—CLAHE
CLAHE represents the generalization of the Adaptive Histogram  Equalization67. CLAHE segments the input 
image into a finite number of non-overlapping contextual regions (also called sub-images, tiles, or blocks) and 
applies histogram equalization to each contextual region. Then it clips the original histogram to a specific value 
and then redistributes the clipped pixels to each gray level. The technique is already part of the standard PACE 
algorithm and it has been described in detail in Ref.13.

Multi‑objective optimization (MOO)
We iteratively compute the steps (II.2 – II.6) using a combination of different ranges for the control parameters 
used for HMF (II.2), Energy computation (II.3), Nonlinear Filtering (II.4), Gamma correction (II.5) and CLAHE 
(II.6). This is organized by using a multi-objective optimization (MOO) technique. Through MOO, we can define 
an N-dimension space of parameters by combining the following different ranges of variability:

• HMF, gH = [1, 1.5, ..., 2.5] and β = [0, 1] which represents whether or not the filtered BR is used during the 
reconstruction (8 variations);

• Nonlinear Filtering applied on the R least relevant BIMFs computed using Energy as in Ref.56 (no variations);
• Gamma  Correction58 is applied with γ = [0.5, 0.6, ...2] (16 variations);
• CLAHE (block size [4,4],  28 histogram bins, clip limit [0.01÷ 0.02] ). (2 variations);

Overall, the MOO accounts for 256 different permutations of the above-defined parameters. For each itera-
tion a specific combination of parameters is chosen and the corresponding metric scores are calculated being 
performance objectives. The combination having the joint highest score is selected and the output is generated 
accordingly.

Ethical approval
The Ethical Committee at the University Hospital of Messina does not require approval for a work on retrieved 
and anonymized data. For any information, contact the secretary of the Ethical Committee at the University 
Hospital of Messina at the contact information posted on its website (https:// pre. polime. it/ comit ato_ etico_ inter 
azien dale).

Results and discussions
Evaluation of the algorithm performance
The performance of PACE2.0 has been benchmarked using patients’ data already available and provided by the 
Hospitals involved in the testing as well as a CXR database of pulmonary patients of 960 images, which is part of 
a large public repository (https:// www. rsna. org/ educa tion/ ai- resou rces- and- train ing/ ai- image- chall enge/ rsna- 
pneum onia- detec tion- chall enge- 2018)68–71. Following the research results presented in literature, we have evalu-
ated the performance of the proposed algorithm considering a set � of well-known reference metrics, CII, ENT, 
 EME72 and BRISQUE. For completeness, we have also taken the Total Variation (TV)  metric73 into account. This 
metric is commonly used for evaluating noise reduction by measuring smoothness through intensity variations 
between neighboring pixels. While effective in denoising, PACE2.0 doesn’t only reduce noise; it incorporates 
contrast enhancements like CLAHE and GC, which introduce abrupt intensity changes. These enhancements 

(3)T(l) = lmax

(

l
/

lmax

)γ

https://pre.polime.it/comitato_etico_interaziendale
https://pre.polime.it/comitato_etico_interaziendale
https://www.rsna.org/education/ai-resources-and-training/ai-image-challenge/rsna-pneumonia-detection-challenge-2018
https://www.rsna.org/education/ai-resources-and-training/ai-image-challenge/rsna-pneumonia-detection-challenge-2018
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can increase TV metric values without degrading image quality. Due to its algorithmic complexity and parameter 
sensitivity, the TV metric becomes unreliable for evaluating PACE2.0, as it performs both denoising and contrast 
enhancement on the same image, rendering TV an unsuitable measure in this context.

Contrast Improvement Index (CII)
According to the literature, the CII is used to measure the increase in contrast generated by an image enhance-
ment method. It is defined as  follows74:

where Cprocessed and Creference are the contrast values of the processed and original image, respectively.
The contrast C of a region of the gray-level image is represented  as6:

Xf  is the mean luminance value of the foreground and Xb is the mean luminance value of the background. 
As CII rises, the quality of the enhanced image advances.

Entropy—ENT
The entropy of an  image6, is a measure of the randomness characterizing the texture of the image, it quantifies 
the amount of information content in an image and it is estimated by the histogram of the image considered as 
a whole:

where p is the histogram count for an image segment. ENT serves as an important tool to objectively evaluate 
and optimize contrast enhancement methods. It allows researchers and practitioners to strike a balance between 
improving visual appearance and preserving essential information for accurate medical diagnosis and analysis.

Effective measure of enhancement—EME
For an image x(n,m) split into r × c blocks of size I1 × I2 , the EME is defined  as75:

where {k, l} represents the block Bk,l considered for the calculations, EMEr×c depends on the image segmentation 
into r × c blocks and the contrast CRk,l (as calculated in the block Bk,l ) is defined  as76:

being Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum intensity levels, respectively, for the image x(n,m) inside 
Bk,l . The value c is a small constant which is equal to 0.0001 to avoid dividing by 0.

The EME measure is appropriate for images containing attributes such as simple segments (e.g., regular 
geometric shapes like human body parts), non-periodic patterns within segments, and limited randomness in 
 segments76. Moreover, numerous studies on contrast  enhancement77–80 have utilized EME as an evaluation metric.

Blind/referenceless image spatial quality evaluator (BRISQUE)
The Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial Quality  Evaluator81 (BRISQUE) stands out as a pivotal no-reference image 
quality assessment (IQA) algorithm, adept at appraising the perceptual quality of digital images without the need 
for a reference image for comparison. Unlike conventional IQA  methods82–84, which hinge on comparing images 
against high-quality references, BRISQUE’s significance shines in real-world scenarios where reference images are 
notably absent, rendering methods like BRISQUE indispensable. In the domain of medical imaging, BRISQUE’s 
potential in image quality assessment has been investigated across diverse medical imaging modalities, including 
 MRI85,86, lung  CT87 scans, and chest X-ray  images88. This application proves invaluable as it empowers healthcare 
professionals to ensure that images employed for diagnosis attain requisite quality thresholds, thereby enhancing 
the reliability of medical assessments. Our evaluation of the BRISQUE algorithm, utilizing our dataset, revealed 
an upward trajectory indicative of enhanced image quality. This compelling outcome prompted us to incorporate 
the BRISQUE-generated results into Fig. 3.

State‑of‑the‑art methods
The algorithm has showed a quantitative improvement on each of the above considered metrics as compared 
with state-of-the-art methods for image contrast enhancement listed below:

• Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)59

• Adaptive Gamma Correction with Weighting Distribution (AGCWD)66

(4)CII =
Cprocessed

Creference

(5)C =
Xf − Xb

Xf + Xb

(6)ENT = −
∑

p · ln
(

p
)

(7)EMEr×c =
1

r × c

r
∑

l=1

c
∑

k=1

[

20 ln
(

CRk,l
)]

(8)CRk,l =
Imax{k, l}

Imin{k, l} + c
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• Contrast Enhanced Gamma Correction (CEGAMMA)89

• Exposure-based Sub-Image Histogram Equalization (ESIHE)90

which have been used as reference in previous  works91–95. Figure 3 shows the curves for ENT (a), CII (b), 
EME (c) and BRISQUE (d), respectively. PACE2.0 (black line) exhibits better performance and outperforms the 
above methods over the vast majority of the considered cases. In Fig. 3 values are arranged in descending order 
for better interpretability.

Table 2 presents a summary of the quantitative results obtained for several image enhancement techniques, 
including CLAHE, AGCWD, CEGAMMA, ESIHE, PACE, and the latest version, PACE2.0. The evaluation was 
conducted on the same dataset as in Fig. 3, and the best-performing approach was reported for each technique. 
The results clearly indicate that PACE2.0 is the top-performing method, surpassing the other techniques. Par-
ticularly, the introduction of NL-means filtering (described in section II.4) and Gamma Correction (section II.5) 
have had a remarkable effect on the overall performance when compared to the results obtained by the previous 
version of the  algorithm13. When compared to the original CXRs, the results obtained from the three metrics 

Figure 3.  Results as obtained using new PACE2.0 (black line) from the public database (960 CXR images of 
pneumonia patients processed) and evaluated against PACE (gray line), CLAHE (red line), AGCWD (blue 
line), CEGAMMA (green line), ESIHE (magenta line) for Entropy (a), CII (b), EME (c), and BRISQUE (d), 
respectively. Our findings demonstrate that PACE2.0 consistently outperforms these methods and provides 
better performance over the vast majority of the considered cases.

Table 2.  Quantitative analysis. Performance comparison based on Entropy (ENT), CII, EME and BRISQUE 
as expressed in average  +/−  standard deviation. Results of 960 CXR images from patients with different 
pulmonary diseases as evaluated using several state-of-the-art methods. The characters in bold represent the 
best technique for the chosen metric.

ENT CII EME BRISQUE

Original CXRs 7.33 +/− 0.47 1.00 +/− 0.00 3.38 +/− 0.95 33.41 +/− 5.48

AGCWD96 7.06 +/− 0.44 1.18 +/− 0.15 3.50 +/− 0.99 28.41 +/− 5.89

CEGAMMA89 7.22 +/− 0.47 0.96 +/− 0.09 3.30 ± 0.89 33.35 +/− 5.3

ESIHE90 7.24 +/− 0.47 1.13 +/− 0.09 5.07 +/− 1.55 29.84 +/− 5.71

CLAHE59 7.49 +/− 0.44 1.12 +/− 0.12 6.39 = /-1.59 25.43 +/− 6.9

PACE13 7.63 +/− 0.15 1.16 +/− 0.17 6.08 +/− 1.81 31.22 +/− 9.76

PACE2.0 7.88 +/− 0.07 1.35 +/− 0.23 6.61 +/− 1.44 37.87 +/− 6.91
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indicate an average increase of 7.5% in ENT, 35% in CII, 95.6% in EME and 13% in BRISQUE, demonstrating 
an overall improvement in the resulting images.

Artifacts correction
PACE has been benchmarked by radiologists at two Italian Hospitals, at Research Institutes, and Universities. It 
has been tested on a wide set of CXRs as part of the Hospital patient database as well as public datasets. These 
radiographs document a variety of lung diseases, including different types of lung cancer and infection, as well 
as COVID-1997 pneumonia. In the original  PACE13 algorithm, the post-processing of CXRs allowed a clearer 
stratification of the subcutaneous soft tissues, a better definition of the cardio-vascular and diaphragmatic pro-
files, and of the more peripheral bronchovascular patterns. Furthermore, it allowed for clearer recognition and 
delineation of certain focal changes in the lung tissue (particularly those depicted as bright regions within a 
low-contrast pulmonary area and which were already apparent in the original images). Conversely, in certain 
situations: (i) it may have underestimated the size of lung abnormalities within regions of low contrast, and (ii) 
it could create a blurring effect when encountering non-anatomical objects (such as prostheses, intravascular 
devices, etc.), resulting in a loss of detail. In Fig. 4a we observe the original CXR in a patient with a medical device 
projecting on the soft tissue of the left arm (red arrow). Figure 4b,c illustrate the output using the standard PACE 
and PACE2.0 implementation, respectively. As it can be seen, the patient in (a) exhibits a relatively large area 
with a low contrast which prevents the radiologist from delimiting the boundaries of the pleural effusion. (b) 
PACE does not properly correct this saturation problem and the enhanced image has a suboptimal improvement. 
Such a result can also be found in other pathological conditions with interstitial-alveolar involvement (‘ground-
glass’ pattern). On the other hand, (c) PACE2.0 generates an image with better contrast. In Fig. 4a–c we analyze 
the impact of non-anatomical object entities in the enhanced image obtained using PACE (b) and PACE2.0 
(c), respectively. A medical device projecting on the soft tissue of the left arm can be seen in the native image 
(a). PACE (b) causes a blurring of the edges of the medical device, shown in the magnified area of the bottom 
left corner. Contrarily, PACE2.0 generates a contrast-enhanced image and performs a more refined denoising, 
preserving the details of the object. The improvement is noticeable and also quantitatively represented by better 
values of the metrics (ENT, CII, and EME) as described above.

Radiological evaluation
A qualitative analysis was conducted to assess improvements in diagnostic interpretability in a cohort of 120 
patients from both the Italian hospitals involved in the study (Messina and Reggio Calabria). Two expert radiolo-
gists evaluated basic chest X-rays and CT scans independently for each patient. In instances of disagreement, the 
radiologists met to reach a consensus, considering the CT examination results. The use of PACE2.0-enhanced 
X-rays showed enhanced diagnostic confidence in some cases where lesions were challenging to identify or not 
visible in the original CXRs. Approximately 10% of the analyzed patients demonstrated such improvements, and 
their diagnoses were subsequently confirmed by comparing the CT scans. The employment of CT scans was par-
ticularly useful in gaining additional insights into these complex cases. To demonstrate the algorithm’s improve-
ments in detection accuracy compared to CT scans, we selected certain cases that were considered of particular 
interest. Figure 5 shows a comparison among the original CXR image (a), the enhanced CXR (b) as computed 
with PACE, (c) output of PACE2.0, and the corresponding CT scan (d), respectively. In the original CXR image 
(a), the borders of the lung cancer are not well defined, making it difficult to distinguish the lung lesion from the 
adjacent spine (red encircled area). Additionally, a thickening of the left pleura can also be detected (red arrows). 
On the PACE2.0 enhanced image (b), the right lung mass is easily detectable from the spine (red encircled 
area). Moreover, the edges of the left pleural abnormalities are more easily recognizable from the lung and ribs 
(red arrows). In addition, the edges of the left pleural abnormalities are more easily recognizable from lung and 
ribs (red arrows). (c) The correlation between the PACE2.0 output and the coronal CT reconstruction is highly 
remarkable and indicative of the efficacy of PACE2.0 as an image enhancement technique.

Figure 4.  (a–c) we analyze the impact of non-anatomical object in the enhanced image obtained using PACE 
(b) and PACE2.0 (c), respectively. A medical device projecting on the soft tissues on the left arm can be seen (a). 
PACE (b) causes blurring of the edges of the object and this can be observed in the magnified area in the bottom 
left corner. Contrarily, PACE2.0 (c) eliminates such an artifact preserving the details of the object. Results 
obtained using the above defined metrics are visualized (ENT, CII and EME) on the enhanced images Fig. 4 (b, 
c).
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Figure 6 presents a case study of a patient with multiple lung metastases from malignant paraganglioma. The 
set includes (a) the original anteroposterior CXR, (b) the result obtained using PACE2.0, and (c) the correspond-
ing CT image. The initial chest radiograph displays haziness in both lungs, and multiple small nodules are poorly 
defined (red arrow), resulting in low diagnostic confidence. However, the insets in the PACE2.0-enhanced image 
demonstrate the visibly improved edge definition of one nodule (red arrow), indicating that the approach can 
enhance specific regions of an image. The apparent difference of position of nodule between the X-ray image 
((a) and (b)) and CT scan (c) is due to the different position of the patient during acquisition of images (supine 
on CT and in standing position on X-ray) and consequent differences in inspiration depth. Different lung air 
distension causes the apparent repositioning of nodule and reflects a result of the technical and physiological 
disparities associated with the imaging process in the two different scenarios. The reconstructed coronal chest 
CT image (c) confirms (red arrow) the presence of multiple nodular metastases in both lungs.

In Fig. 7, we present an example of a female patient diagnosed with bilateral pneumonia. The image set con-
sists of (a) the original image, (b) the PACE2.0-processed output, and (c) the corresponding CT scan. Despite 
the low contrast of the original image, which makes it difficult to identify multiple lesions (particularly those 
marked as 4, 5, and 6 in the left lung), the PACE2.0 output image significantly improves the definition of the 
disease. This is due to the enhanced contrast between the edges of the pneumonia and the normal lung tissue. As 
a result, the algorithm achieves superior identification of all the lesions in both lungs, their location, and their 
extension. The correlation between the PACE2.0 output and the coronal CT reconstruction (c) is noteworthy. 
In both examinations, six areas of pneumonia are visible, demonstrating the perfect correspondence between 
the two imaging modalities. This finding underscores the accuracy of the PACE2.0 algorithm in detecting and 
characterizing pulmonary abnormalities.

Figure 5.  A comparison among (a) the original CXR image, (b) the enhanced CXR image obtained with 
PACE2.0, (c) the corresponding CT scan. (a) on conventional radiography the borders of the lung cancer are 
not well defined and it is not possible distinguish the lung lesion form adjacent spine (red encircled area). A 
thickening of the left pleura can be also detected (red arrows). (b) On PACE2.0, the image of the right lung mass 
is easily detectable from spine (red encircled area). In addition, the edges of the left pleural abnormalities are 
more easily recognizable from lung and ribs (red arrows). The correlation between the PACE2.0 output and the 
coronal CT reconstruction (c) is highly remarkable and indicative of the efficacy of the algorithm as an image 
enhancement technique.

Figure 6.  The patient in question has multiple lung metastases resulting from malignant paraganglioma. The 
image set comprises (a) the original anteroposterior CXR, (b) the image obtained after applying PACE2.0, and 
(c) the corresponding CT image. The initial chest radiograph displays haziness in both lungs, with multiple 
small nodules that are poorly defined (red arrow), resulting in low diagnostic confidence. In contrast, the 
nodules are more apparent in (b), the PACE2.0-processed image, where there is a noticeable improvement in the 
edge definition of one nodule (red arrow), which can be seen more clearly in the insets. The apparent difference 
of position of nodule between the X-ray image (a and b) and CT scan (c) is due to the different position of 
the patient during acquisition of images (supine on CT and in standing position on x-ray) and consequent 
differences in inspiration depth. The reconstructed coronal chest CT image (c) confirms the presence of multiple 
nodular (red nodule) metastases in both lungs.
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In Fig. 8, a male patient with bilateral pleural effusion is presented, and the corresponding original CXR (a), 
PACE2.0 image (b), and CT scan (c) are displayed. In the original image (a), the pleural effusions are labeled 
as E, but the borders between the lungs and the pleural opacities are not well-defined. In contrast, the PACE2.0 
image (b) clearly displays the effusions due to the enhanced contrast and improved borders. Correlation with 
the coronal CT reconstruction (c) validates the accuracy of the findings on both examinations.

Figure 9 illustrates a case of a female patient with multiple nodular lung metastases from breast cancer. The 
original CXR (a), the one elaborated with PACE2.0 (b), and (c) the coronal multiplanar reconstruction of com-
puted tomography (CT) are presented. The CXR shows two metastases one in the left upper lobe (blue arrow) 
and one in the middle lobe of the right lung (blue arrow), respectively. On the PACE2.0-enhanced image another 
small metastasis in the right upper lobe overlapped by a rib can be detected (white arrow). A retrospective 
evaluation of the original CXR (a) shows that the above mentioned lesion is poorly identifiable when compared 
against PACE2.0-processed CXR (b). Ultimately, coronal CT (c) scan reconstruction (different plane) confirms 
the presence of the small lesion as can be shown in the insets on the bottom right corners for (a), (b) and (c).

Learning classification enhancement by using PACE 2.0
DL with convolutional neural network CNNs has a lot of success stories in the area of image recognition and 
 classification98 with an increasing number of CAD (computer-aided design) systems to  diagnose99,100 However, 
their application to pulmonary diseases remains bounded to specific  cases101,102. Currently, most of the key prob-
lems are the limited size of the public dataset and the acquisition  constraints103, which in turn negatively impact 
image quality as well as the performance of DL algorithms for  classification104. Indeed, a large number of high-
quality training samples are more capable of producing successful models. According to Koo and  Cha105, image 
pre-processing is important when training CNN models, because it can effectively boost their performance in 
classification. Hence, research into the relationship between image enhancement and DL models is  pivotal106–112. 
Concerning image quality, Munadi et al.113 proved through experiments that using unsharp masking (UM) image 
enhancement algorithms or high-frequency emphasis filtering (HEF) on chest X-ray images of tuberculosis 
patients can effectively improve the judgment ability of CNNs. In their analysis,  EfficientNet113 with Unsharp 
masking image enhancement achieved 89.92% accuracy on the Shenzeng dataset for pulmonary  diseases114. 
Msnoda et al.115 implemented  ResNet116,  GoogLeNet117, and  AlexNet118 with an extra Spatial Pyramid Pooling 
(SPP)115 layer. Out of the architectures that were implemented, GoogLeNet was found to have the highest classifi-
cation accuracy of 97%. Furthermore, the performance of this architecture was further enhanced by incorporating 

Figure 7.  Female patient diagnosed with bilateral pneumonia. The image set includes (a) the original CXR 
image, (b) the output using PACE2.0, and (c) the corresponding CT scan. The PACE2.0-processed output 
image allows for better definition of the extension of the disease in comparison with the native CXR due to the 
enhanced contrast between the edges of the pneumonia and the normal lung tissue. The correlation analysis 
shows a perfect correspondence between the PACE2.0 output and the coronal CT reconstruction (c), with both 
examinations detecting six areas of pneumonia. This finding highlights the accuracy of PACE2.0 in detecting 
and characterizing pulmonary abnormalities, particularly in low-contrast images.

Figure 8.  Male patient with bilateral pleural effusion, comparison among (a) original CXR image, (b) output 
using PACE2.0 and CT scan (c). The effusions are better visible on the resulting image with PACE2.0 due 
to more defined borders between lungs and pleural opacities. Correlation with a coronal CT reconstruction 
demonstrates the perfect correspondence between the two examinations. E = pleural effusion.
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the SPP (Spatial Pyramid Pooling) layer, which improved the accuracy to 98%. Overall, the HEF algorithm has 
proven to perform well on medical  images12. Because of that, we evaluated the effect of the PACE2.0 algorithm 
as a pre-processing step for the performance of a state-of-the-art DL architecture, DenseNet-121, which has 
not been fully investigated so far, even in the most recent literature. We will assess the effect of different inputs 
(comparing results against original, enhanced CXRs using several state-of-the-art methods and PACE2.0) on the 
use of a pre-trained DL architecture to detect patients having pneumonia from normal (i.e. healthy) subjects. A 
balanced training dataset has been built from  RSNA68 consisting of 21,832 CXR images of pneumonia and normal 
patients, using a 10% ratio for validation. Then, a balanced test set of chest radiographies (a collection of 960 
images each for pneumonia and for healthy patients) has been used for evaluating performance by comparing 
original CXR images (no enhancement), against enhanced CXRs using CLAHE, ESIHE CEGAMMA, AGCWD 
and PACE2.0, respectively.

In Fig. 10 (top), we illustrate the DL architecture for detecting pneumonia using a pre-trained DenseNet-121 
 model50. The model was pre-trained on  ImageNet118. The input to the model is a grayscale CXR image that has 
been rescaled to a dimension of 224 × 224 × 1 byte (height, width, and bit depth). For transfer learning, we remove 
the original classification layer of DenseNet-121 model (last layer) and replace it with a new fully connected 
layer. The new Fully Connected layer of the network is then re-trained to classify the extracted features from the 
convolutional layers block to the target classes, which are either chest images of healthy (normal) or pneumonia 
patients. Figure 10 (bottom) displays examples of the different images that were considered as input to the DL 
model. These input images include the original CXRs with no enhancement, as well as the enhanced CXRs using 
CLAHE, ESIHE, CEGAMMA, AGCWD, and PACE2.0. We analyze the classification performance considering 
the different inputs and against several metrics whose results are presented in Table 3. This table summarizes 
how our algorithm increases the classification capability of a DenseNet-121 model using transfer learning. Such 
evaluation measures are widely  known119 and are represented by accuracy, recall, precision,  F1 score and the 
area under curve (AUC) of a receiver operator characteristic (ROC), which is still studied for assessing imaging 
 tests120. The PACE2.0 once applied to feed the DenseNet-121 model could notably achieve a high prediction 
accuracy (94%), recall (97%). These findings demonstrate the effectiveness of PACE2.0 in enhancing CXR images 
to improve the detection accuracy of the DL model for pneumonia.

In Fig. A1 (supplementary material) we also present the plot of the ROC of the DenseNet-121 model consid-
ering different input configurations. The ROC curve is a powerful tool to analyze the tradeoff between the true 
positive rate and the false positive rate across a full range of possible thresholds.

Comparing the AUC (Area Under Curve) values of the ROC, unprocessed CXRs (yellow line) and CLAHE-
processed images (light green line) exhibit the lowest values at 0.859 and 0.864, respectively. Conversely, AGCWD 
(purple line) and PACE2.0 (violet line) achieve the highest prediction accuracy, with AUC values of 0.939 and 
0.960, respectively. These results emphasize the impact of image processing techniques on the classifier’s perfor-
mance and highlight the effectiveness of AGCWD and PACE2.0 in enhancing the model’s accuracy.

Summary and conclusions
This work expands the opportunity to consider reliable state-of-the-art enhancement techniques to be performed 
before medical image interpretation with the development of PACE2.0. The performance is evaluated on CXR 
images to support and improve the capability to pneumonia detection either by humans or DL algorithms 
(DensetNet-121 in this work). A quantitative improvement has been quantified with three well-known metrics, 
achieving an increase of 7.5% in ENT, 35% in CII, 95.6% in EME and 13% in BRISQUE, respectively, when 
compared against original CXRs and is generally higher than other image-enhancement techniques such as 
CLAHE, AGCWD, CEGAMMA, and ESIHE. Overall, PACE2.0 preserves the input image details more accu-
rately, yielding processed images with better contrast enhancement, reduced brightness inhomogeneities, and 

Figure 9.  Chest radiography (a), resulting output using PACE2.0 (b) and (c) coronal multiplanar 
reconstruction of high-resolution computed tomography (CT) of a female patient with high-grade breast cancer. 
(a) The CXR reveals two metastases: one in the left upper lobe (indicated by a blue arrow) and one in the middle 
lobe of the right lung (also indicated by a blue arrow). However, the PACE2.0-enhanced image (b) reveals an 
additional small metastasis in the right upper lobe, which was previously obscured in (a) by a rib (indicated by a 
white arrow). The coronal CT (c) scan reconstruction (different plane) conclusively confirms the presence of the 
small lesion.
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mitigating the occurrence of artifacts. Ultimately, this tool can support the clinical assistance of patients by 
enhancing the readability of CXRs for the monitoring of different patients affected by pulmonary lesions, includ-
ing COVID-19 patients as well as patients in intensive care units. PACE2.0 can be also used as a support for 
clinical activities either in poor regions where CT is not available or hospitals and in under-developed countries. 
In addition, it can be potentially used as a tool for data preprocessing or data augmentation in machine/deep 
learning approaches, such as segmentation and classification, with a possible application in the early diagnosis 
of pulmonary  diseases39,121,122. Future works will explore the incorporation of statistical data to further validate 
and substantiate its artefact mitigation capabilities. Additionally, the investigation will encompass the integra-
tion of supplementary image enhancement techniques, along with rib suppression methods, to achieve a more 
pronounced enhancement effect on chest radiographs.

Figure 10.  (Top) The deep learning-based architecture for pneumonia detection using DenseNet-121. (Bottom) 
Some examples of testing images during experiment considering different types of inputs: original CXR images 
(no enhancement), enhanced CXRs using CLAHE, ESIHE CEGAMMA, AGCWD and PACE2.0, respectively.
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Data availability
The chest radiographies (Dicom images) collected at the two Italian hospitals, have been acquired using a Fuji-
film FCR x-ray image scanner, manufacturer FUJIFILM Corporation and are available from the corresponding 
author on reasonable request. The other data used are part of the Radiological Society for North America (RSNA) 
challenge and are available on the Kaggle repository (https:// www. rsna. org/ educa tion/ ai- resou rces- and- train ing/ 
ai- image- chall enge/ RSNA- Pneum onia- Detec tion- Chall enge- 2018). The datasets used and/or analysed during 
the current study available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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